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WORDS, LIKES, AHD MEAMIVCi 
THE VERSIFICATION OF GBORGB HERBERT'S THE TEHFLE 
by 
Carol Ann Pulhaa 
ABSTRACT 
Although the criticism of George Herbert's poetry has 
been sporadic over the centuries, today it has settled to 
a rather consistent admiration of his work. In this paper, 
I propose to deal with the technical aspects of his poetry• 
alliteration, assonance, meter, encashment, caesura, repeti- 
tion, and rhyme. Herbert uses these elements of verslfl- 
oation to enhance the meaning of his poetryi this will be 
shown by a technical analysis of some of his poem*. 
Herbert's concern with versification appears In his 
careful choosing of words. The language ranges from- the 
spare aonosyllables of "Discipline" to the rich, complex 
language of "Dotage." This change in diction corresponds 
to the subject natter of the two poems. 
The Importance of his versification is also apparent. 
in the poems in which he plays with words. Although these 
poems are often dismissed as being merely witty, a closer 
analysis shows how Herbert matched the word-play with the 
meaning of the poem, to produce an Integrated work. 
The conscious attention to versification In order to 
enhance seining is apparent not only In Herbert's choice of 
words, but also in the shape of his lines. Sons posss exhibit 
his use of meter, pauses, and encashment either to enphaslse 
Important lines, to change the speed of appropriate lines, 
or simply to display in the lines themselves the meaning of 
the poea. In other poems, Herbert molds the shape of his 
lines to create a particular tone, or voice. In still other 
poems, the lines work to create an entire form for the poem, 
thus enhancing its meaning* 
The analysis of a poem's versification, when combined 
with a full explication of the meaning of a poem, produces 
a much better understanding of Herbert's poetic skills. 
Without this attention to the technical aspects of Herbert's 
poetry, in fact, much of the meaning may be lost* 
CRITICAL HISTORY OF THE TBHPLf 
Only in this century have critics looksd closely at George 
Herbert's The Teeple with regard to the technical aspects of poetry• 
alliteration, assonance, meter, enjambment, caesura, repetition, 
rhyme, and so on. Up until the twentieth century. The Teeple varied 
in its popularity and its value in the eyes of critics. Published 
in 1633 after Herbert'a death. The Teeple was at first immensely 
popular1 fifteen editions case out, for example, before 1700. In 
addition, other poets attempted to imitate Herbert's techniques. 
Henry Vaughan published his series of poems, 311ex Sclntlllana. in 
I65O and I655 as an Imitation of The Temple. Christopher Harvey 
imitated Herbert as well, in The Synagogue, which for many years 
waa bound together with Herbert'a The Temple. 
In the eighteenth century, however, The Temple lost its initial 
popularity, as shown by the few editions that were published during 
that period. The public's taste in poetry had changed1 Add1son, 
for instance, writing in the Spectator, called Herbert'a shaped 
poems examples of "false wit.   Admittedly, The Temple was still 
1
 Joseph H. Summers, George Herbert 1 His Religion and Art 
, p. nr (Cambridge, Mass.i Harvard University Press, 195*0 
2
 The Spectator. No. 58, as quoted by fiigar C S. Gibson, 
The Temple (New Yorki Frederick A. Stokes Co., n.d.), p. xvii. 
being read but, for the aost part, by people who read it because 
of Herbert's piety and religious devotion, not beoause he was 
thought to be in any sense a "great" poet. 
Then in the nineteenth century The Temple began to seJce a 
coaeback, although it was an erratic one. The first critic of any 
note to praise The Temple for its literary aerlt was Coleridge.^ 
fren after that, however, "...potential appreciation of Herbert 
often seeas confined to well-bred ambers of the Church of England 
with a taste for the quaint. In I885, Ernest Rhys could reaaxk 
with Justice, 'Quaintness is the tore that has been aost usually 
applied by the critics to Herbert's poetry,' and the word was 
h 
used with its full aura of affectionate patronlcatlon. 
Hot until the "rediscovery" of John Donne did George Herbert 
coae to be recognised fully for his literary aerlt. H. J. C 
Grierson's edition of Donne's poeas in 1912 and the early essays 
of T. S. Eliot aroused an Interest in the aetaphysicals and their 
poetry.^ After that, soae brilliant criticisa of Herbert was 
written, especially by P. E. Hutchinson whose 1953 edition is 
the standard edition of Herbert's poetry. In 1952 Roseaond 
Tuve published A Reading of George Herbert, in which she deals 
with the seventeenth century perspectives on his poetry. Following 
' Suaaers, p. 19. 
Suaaers, p. 21. 
5
 Suaaers, p. 23. 
her book, in 195**. cam Joseph Summers' George Herbert t HU tslk" 
glen and Art. Mora recently, 9tanley I. fish discusses SOB* of 
Herbert 'a thaaaa in Self-Consuming Art 1 fact a i The experience o£ 
Soventeenth-Century Litarmtura. publiahad In 1972. Bach of thaaa 
books la valuable for discovering new perepeotlves in tha criticism 
of Tha Taaple. 
Although auch work haa racantly bean dona on Tha Teapie, moat 
of thla crltlclsa deals with the explication of the poems. Various 
methods and theoriea hare been developed as to the interpretation 
of these poems, and pages have been written discussing the meaning 
of this or that line. The technical aspects of Herbert'a poetry, 
unfortunately, have been either neglected or dealt with summarily, 
with brief references or art idea on one point—fora, for example, 
or neter. This scattered crlticiaa is valuable, of ooursei but 
when discussing a poet'a literary aerit, crltlclsa of every element 
that the poet haa uaed in hie poetry la necessary to provide a 
complete and full view of hia work. I intend, therefore, to break 
/ 
down soae of the poeas of The Temple into their varioua technical 
eleaenta in order to show how skillfully Herbert made hia poems. 
The firat section of this analysis is devoted to Herbert'a use of 
wordsi the second section is devoted to Herbert's combination of 
words into lines. Then, alnce the purpoae of versification after 
all la to enhance the meaning of the poems, I will combine a dis- 
cussion of all the technical matters with an explication of tM 
poem, to ahow how a fuller understanding of Herbert's skill can 
be aeen by both methods of crlticiaa i technical and explicative. 
5 
II 
WORDS 
Beautie and beauteous words should so together*        . 
"The Forerunners"0 
Joseph Suaaers says that "Herbert's aastery la continually 
aanlfested in the extraordinary range of language within The Teepie. 
Indeed, although in many poeas Herbert professes to speak plainly, 
in others his diction is on quite a high level. Suaaers also ob- 
serves that The one constant is that words and aetaphors are suited 
to the subject and Intent of the poea."" This control, this con- 
scious choosing of the appropriate words, is what reveals Herbert's 
genius. 
The range of language that Herbert uses is evident in a oca- 
pariaon between "Discipline" and "Dotage."   The words In "Disci- 
pline" are plain, short, and spare. Host of then are eonoeyllablesi 
"Throw...thy rod,/ Throw...thy wrath 1/ 0 ay God,/ Take the...path." 
The longest word in the entire poea is "frailties," which has only 
two syllables, and is long only because the sounds take long to 
pronounce. 
The rhyae scheme of the poea is a siaple abab cdcd efef, etc. 
In the first two stances, however, the words have been chosen so 
6 
George Herbert, The Poems of George Herbert, based on ed. 
by F. K. Hutchlnson, The World's Classics, No. 109 (19611 rpt. 
London 1 Oxford University Press, 197**). Subsequent quotations 
froa The Temple are from this edition. 
? Suaaers, p. 116 
a 0
 Sunaera, p. 118. 
that not only is there a rhyme at the eada of the linea, but there 
la alao Internal rhyme and aaaonanee. In the first atansa, far 
exaaple, this occurs between line one and line threei 
THBOV away thy rod. 
Throw away thy wrathi 
0 ay God, 
Take the gentle path. 
Again, In the second stanza It occurs between lines one and 
threei 
For ay heart a desire 
Unto thine Is benti 
I aspire 
To a full consent. 
Obviously, something Is happening herei rhyming very ahort 
lines Is difficult enough, but when Internal rhymes occur In such 
short lines without the lines becoming doggerel, and all ths words 
have been chosen for their simple, lean quality, there must be a 
reason. Indeed, this reason appears In the very title of the 
poem, "Discipline." In this poem, the poet advises God the 
way to discipline the poet—through love, not wrath and physical 
punishment (the rod). One wonders, however, why the poem shows so 
much harshness and discipline, when God is being asked to be loving, 
not harsh. The answer lies In the second stansa. In which the poet 
says that his desire Is bent wholly unto God's, and that be aspires 
to a full consent, or compliance with God'a commanda. Thus, the 
harsh discipline that appears In the choice of words and rhyme of 
this poem, as well as in the short lines, la the poet's way of 
saying, "You don't have to be harsh with me—look how well I can 
discipline myself of ay own accord, simply because I want to do 
7 
your will." Clearly, in this poem, especially in the first two 
stanzas, Herbert's manipulation of the words adds a tremendous 
amount of meaning, and a such better understanding of the poea 
results froa studying the words. 
In oontrast to the aiaple language of "Discipline" is the 
rich, complex language of "Dotage." Dealing with life on earth 
as opposed to the spiritual life with the Bind and heart looking 
towards God, the words and lines of this poea are striking la their 
roughness, harsh sounds, and polysyllabic wordsi 
FALSE glozlng pleasures, casks of happinesse, 
Foolish night-fires, women* and childrens wishes. 
Chases in Arras, gullded eaptlnesee. 
Shadows well aounted, dreams in a career, 
Embroider*d lyes, nothing between two dishesi 
These are the pleasures here. 
The first line takes long to say because of the sounds of 
the words. The repetition of the "1" and the "i" in the first 
three words creates an alluring and sinfully pleasing sound* 
This superficially pleasing start to the line is appropriate, fox 
the first word is "false," and the line deals with the "glosing" 
pleasures, that is, "flattering, coaxing, cajoling" pleasures on 
this earth.(OSD). Again, in the second half of the line, a sound 
that can be pleasurable is made harah~the "s" surrounds the hard 
sound of the "k" in "casks," and the assonance between "casks" and 
"happinesse" Is also a hard, open vowel sound. "Casks of happl- 
v 
neese" probably refers to wine, which was stored in casks in the 
seventeenth century. It is an ironic comment on the drinking 
habits of aortal sen, who think that wine brings them happiness* 
8 
while It Is, in fact, only a "false closing pleasure." 
The first word of the second line, "foolish," Is eaphaslsed 
by the "f In the word "false" In the preceding line, again, the 
"f Is heard In "nlght-flres," which aeans "wlll-o'-the-wisps," and 
la another exaaple of a flighty, false pleasure. 
With the second half of line two begins a hypnotic passage 
which draws the reader Into the sounds and rhythas created by the 
words. Just as man Is mesmerised by the pleasures of the world, and 
falls under their spell. The similar sounds at the ends of the 
words "woaens" and "chlldrens" start this hypnotic passage, and 
that sound Is echoed slightly In "wishes," and then Intensifies 
with the words "Chases In Arras" In the next line* The driving 
force of this passage slows down In "gullded emptlnesae," which 
returns to the "g" and "1" sounds of "gloslng," and rhymes with 
"happlnesse," thus emphasising what this happiness really 1st 
eaptlness. 
Herbert continues this list with "shadows well mounted," 
that is, portraits of men on their horses, popular in the seven- 
teenth century, "dreams In a career," elaborate lies, and "nothing 
between two dishes," all of which exemplify "gullded emptiness*." 
With the word "dishes," one can see that even the rhyme scheme Is 
intricate i abaebc. Like the complex words, whose sounds echo 
and intertwine, the rhyme scheme also is intertwined* 
The content of this poem along with the title explains why 
Herbert uses this kind of diction. "Dotage" means a "folly," and 
9 
the richness of tho language la very appropriate fox the rich— 
and pleasures of this world that are being deecrlbed aa aan'a 
folllaa. Tha words, tharafora, support and halp to explain tha 
■eenlng of tha poaa. Thla la a far cry froa tha plain 1**tci**C*1 
of "Discipline." 
Obviously, than, Herbert ohooaaa words vary carafully ao that 
they subtly support his aeanlng. In other poeaa, however, thla 
attention to words is not so subtle. These are tha poeaa In 
which Herbert has called attention to particular worda by playing 
with thea. Many people have treated these poeaa with laaa aerioua* 
nesa than they deserve, alaply because they exhibit ao auch wit. 
Joaeph Suaaera, however, points out that "aalde froa tha oourtiara 
to whoa any exercise in ingenuity waa walcoaa, thla type of poaa 
had lta serious religious adherenta in tha eeventeenth century* 
If biblical exegesis deaanded the solution of anagraaa, and if 
tha good nan waa truly 'willing to spiritualise everything,' tha 
Q 
coapoaition of such poetry waa a logical raault. 
Indeed, Herbert used each fora only once, which la an Indi- 
cation that he took these poeaa seriously, and waa not uaing thea 
aerely to show off his wit. As Suaaers continuea, "In Tha Taaple 
there la one true anagraa (labelled aa auch), one echo poaa, one 
'hidden acrostic,' one poea baaed on the double interpretation of 
initials, one baaed on a ayllablc pun, and 'laradlee,' which can 
only be described as a 'pruning poaa.' For hla unique exaaple of 
* Suaaers, p. 138. 
10 
each type, Herbert usually chose that Christian subject which 
■oat clearly illuminated by the device."10 
In "Paradise," for example, Herbert's ohoioe of subject 
for this particular kind of word-play becomes evident as the 
poem progresses, and the word-play In turn reinforces the under- 
standing of the subjecti 
I BLESSE thee. Lord, because I GROW 
Among thy trees, which in a ROW 
To thee both fruit and order OW. 
What open force, or hidden CHARM 
Can blast ay fruit, or bring ae HARK, 
While the lnclosure is thine ARM? 
Inclose ae still for fear I START. 
Be to me rather sharp and TART, 
Then let ae want thy hand a ART. 
When thou dost greater Judgements SPARS, 
And with thy knife but prune and PARS, 
Bv'n fruitfull trees more fruit full ARK. 
Such sharpnes shows the sweetest FRSKDi 
Such cuttings rather heal then RENDi 
And such beginnings touch their SKD. 
The poea is directed to God, and in the first stansa the word- 
play becoaes obviousi the last word in the line is shortened by 
eliminating one letter in each aucoeaaive line. The image con- 
tained in the first stansa, and throughout the poea, is of the 
speaker as one of God's trees. He admits that he owes "both fruit 
and order" to God, and in the second stansa he aaks what harm can 
possibly come to hia while he is being protected by God. In the 
10
 Summers, p. 138. 
11 
third stanza, however, th« speaker asks God to bs SOTS harsh to 
his, so that he will new lack God's "hand * ART." Thsn follows 
ths fourth stanza, where ths purpose of this word-play baooass 
clssr. The speaker tells God to "prune and PAR**" his trees so 
that they are sore fruitful. Thus, ths reader can now sse that 
all along Herbert has been "pruning" his own words in each stanza, 
perhaps so that his poea Is more fruitful. Just as God prunes 
his vine (nan), so that he draws closer to God and becomes sore 
fruitful. Clearly, this poea has serious intentions, and It 
was not written with frivolous purposes in mind. 
Another of these witty poess is "Anagraa," which consists 
of only one coupleti 
-(ARMY)*™' 
BOM well her naae an Amy doth present. 
In whoa the Lord of Hosts did pitch his tent I 
This is the perfect form for this poea, for "Mary" and "aray" 
were often connected in verses and seraons of the day. Herbert 
does not need to elaborate the known connections between Mary 
and aray—he alaply points out the metaphor of Christ "pitching 
his tent" in Mary, or growing in her woab. As Roseaond Tuve says, 
"Two traditional associations aads this poea both less startling 
and aore enjoyable to its writer and its first readers than to us. 
The first is the image of an aray with banners far the Virgin 
Mary, in biblical commentary, in the liturgy of many of her 
feasts, and in the motets which <i person knowledgeable about 
12 
church-«ualc would know."  The second association Is "to think 
of that Any as 'The Church Militant' as well as Hary....The last 
line la not only, In other words, a reference to the event of 
the Incarnation, but to the Incarnation as Itself a great Beta- 
12 poor.   Thus, the two words work together, and this play on 
words is completely appropriate for its subject. 
Another poem In which Herbert uses words for an Important 
effect is "Heaven," in which the last sound of every line is 
repeated in the next line as the answer to a question posed in 
the first linei 
0 WHO will show M those delights on high? 
Echo.        I. 
Thou Echo, thou art aortall, all sen know* 
Beho.        Ko. 
Wert thou not born among the trees and leaves? 
Bono.        Leaves. 
And are there any leaves, that still abide? 
Be ho.        Bide. 
What leaves are they? lnpart the aatter wholly. 
Echo.        Holy. 
Are holy leaves the Echo then of bllsse? 
Echo.        Yes. 
Then tell me, what is that supreae delight? 
Echo.        Light. 
Llorht to the nlndet what shall the will enjoy? 
Be ho.        Joy. 
But are there cares and bualnesse with the pleasure? 
Bono.       Leisure. 
Light, Joy, and leisurei but shall they persever? 
Beho.        Brer. 
"Echo" in this poea signifies that this is "an artifice la 
1
 Roaemond Tuve, A Reading of George Herbert (1952I 2nd lap. 
Chicagoi University of"Chlcago Press, 1965), p. 138. 
12 
Tuve, p. 139. 
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verse, by which one line is mule to consist of a repetition 
(such as sight be given a literal echo) of the concluding syl- 
lables of the preceding line, so as to supply an answer to the 
question contained in it, or otherwise to give a continuous 
sense" (OED). Since this was apparently a popular device in 
Herbert's day, he would have been faaillar with it, and we 
know that at least he did not purposely invent this fora* 
Ve do, however, have to ask why he chose this particular 
fora for his poea on Heaven. Admittedly, the poea is clever, 
but it contains much more besides the tricky answers to the 
questions. 
For one thing, the poea is unifiedi Herbert does not 
slaply ask a string of questions which say "how clever I aal" 
One question leads into the other until the entire poea inten- 
sifies at the end with the line "Light, Joy, and leisure| but shall 
they persever?" The first three words of that line were the 
echoes of the previous three questions. Thus, while the poea is 
witty, it is also well-written. This, however, still does not 
answer why Herbert chose this fora. Oertainly, his reason is not 
as obvious as in "Paradise" or "Anagraa." Yet, within the poea 
Herbert tells why he has chosen this fora for his poea. 
He first attacks the problea in line three, when he says that 
surely the Bcho is aortal, and will go the way of all aortals 
eventually. The ficho, however, contradicts hla. Herbert's echo, 
then, is auch sore than the alnple reverberation of sound. It 
Ik 
■ust be some kind of entity In Itself, capable of existing without 
■an. The poet continues, as In disbelief, to question the Boho 
in order to find the truth. He then asks if ths echo Mas not bom 
"among the trees and leaves"i that Is, when man calls out, it oftsa 
seems that the source of the echo Is In ths surrounding country- 
side. The Echo answers "Leaves," and, sines each answer of the 
Bcho changes the Meaning of the last word in SOBS way, we know 
that he does not mean the green leaves of trees. The poet is 
still pussled, as he thinks that all the leaves have gone on 
Doomsday. He finally asks for clarification as to what "leaves" 
ths Boho means, and the Echo tells him that they are Holy leaves, 
which is a reference to the Word of God. "Leaves," then, changes 
to mean "pages." 
Finally, in line eleven, we discover who this Boho is—it is 
the Word of God ("holy leaves"), the Echo of bllsse. The holy 
leaves, then, axe derived from bliss, and we also learn that God's 
bliss is much greater than its echo in the Bible. The discovery 
of the identity of the Bcho completed, the poem enters the con- 
cluding verses which delineate the three things that shall be 
found In heaveni light, Joy, and leisure. 
In addition to the elaborate working-out of the identity of 
the Bcho in the poea, perhaps another reason for using this form 
is to portray the ethereal quality of Heaven. Bohoee seem to be 
carried on the wind, and the ring of sounds In the poea is at once 
other-worldly and reassuring. 
15 
In yet another poes in which Herbert deals specifically with 
words, he shows relationships between things by using slallax words 
in conjunction with one another* This poea is "The water-course." 
A "water-course" scant a streaa of running water, but it also 
aeant "an artificial channel"(0£D), a aeanlng that fits this poea 
and helps to explain why Herbert has set up these words together. 
THOU who dost dwell and linger here below. 
Since the condition of this world is frail. 
Where of all plants afflictions soonest growi 
If troubles overtake thee, do not waili 
For who can look for lease, that loreth {ft&t 
But rather turn the pipe and waters course 
To serve thy sinnes, and furnish thee with store 
Of sov'raigne tears, springing from true reaorsei 
That so in purenssse thou sayst his adore. 
Who gives to san, as he sees fit, ^ttatta: 
Herbert begins by addressing those who dwell "here below," 
that is, on earth. He goes on to say that since the world is 
frail and contains many afflictions, people should not wall over 
their troubles. The lrage of afflictions as plants springing up 
all over the world is appropriate, since it relates to the plants 
and fertile growth that would naturally take place around a 
water-course. These plants, however, are not desired by san. 
It is after these lines that Herbert uses the word-playi "far who 
can look for lease, that loveth jstrife?" 
By pitting these words against each other, Herbert eapha- 
sizes their relationships to each other not only in sound,.but la 
16 
—Ming. This Juxtaposition, then, Bakes the reader consider 
what aeanlnga these words have in relation to one another. 
The line itself has two possible aeanlngs, depending on 
what "lease" refers to. First of all. "lease" can refer to "trouble*" 
in the previous line, in which case the line savs, "How can soas- 
one who loves life expect less troubles?" The second —enlng la 
"You can't get any lower than to love life." That ia, one cannot 
look for less because there is nothing lower than loving life. 
Whichever reading is used, it is obvious that the speaker is against 
the love of life, of the things of this earth. It becoaes clear, 
then, why he couples "life" with "strife," for the love of life 
will bring only strife—troubles, pains, and hardships—"afflictions." 
This Juxtaposition of the two words says such ■ore, and makes the 
relationship auch aore intense, than if Herbert had coapared Ufa 
with strife, or said that life is strife. At the end of the line, 
then, the reader can choose whichever word he wants, for they are 
one and the saae. 
In the second stansa, Herbert continues with the laage of a 
water-course by telling people that they aust control this streaa, 
which now refers to tears ("do not wall" in stansa one), here it 
becoaes clear that this water-course is the artificial, aan-aade 
channel which can and should be controlled by aan. Instead of 
wailing at the troubles of the world, aan ahould cry for his ova 
sins, and feel reaorse for thea. He ahould do this so that he 
aay purely adore Christ, who determines whether or not aan shall 
1? 
be saved. Again, the Juxtaposition of the two words, In this 
case, "Salvation" and "Damnation," points out their relation- 
ship and emphasizes their connection In a way that no other 
parieon can. although In this case the words do not —an the 
saae thing, they are both determined by Christ, who deals them 
out "as he sees fit." There Is also no avoiding at least one of 
them—that Is, nan la going to be saved or damned, this is the 
choice, and there is nothing In between* There is also in these 
words an Implication that If man does not heed the message of 
this poem by leaving his love of life and looking toward Christ, 
he will be damned. 
Thus, one can see that this word-play is not merely clever 
or witty. Herbert has chosen his words well, and he has treated 
a serious subject here using this device to produce an effect that 
could not be duplicated using any other method. 
Three other poems in The Temple in which Herbert looks 
closely at words all deal with Jesus Christ. These axe "JBSU," 
"Love-Joy," and The Sonne." In each of these poems Herbert uses 
his play with words to support the meaning of the poem and to add 
to the understanding of his subject in a way that would not be 
possible without the word-play. 
The first of these poems, "JESU," deals with breaking up and 
becoming whole againi 
JESU is in ay heart, his sacred name 
Is deeply carved there i but th'other week 
A great affliction broke the little frame. 
18 
Bv'n all to pieces i which I want to seeki 
And first I found the corner* where was Jv 
After, where ES, and next where U was graved. 
Vhen I had got these parcels. Instantly 
I sat no down to spell thee, and perceived 
That to ay broken heart he was I oeeeyou. 
and to ay whole~"ls jtisXTT 
The Image throughout the poen Is of the word "JESU" carved 
on the speaker's heart* Thus, the heart and Jesu are closely 
connected—in fact. Inseparable. But soae affliction broke hie 
heart into pieces which he went to look for. Herbert then 
creates the marvellous image of the speaker looking around for 
the pieces of his heart, finding them, and piecing thee together. 
He discovers when he does this, that if the word "JESU" is bro- 
ken apart, it reads "I ease you," or "J" (this was often used as 
an "i" in the seventeenth century), "ES," "U." And, of course, 
when he pieces it together it reads "JESU." This discovery alone 
can be called wittyi however, it is the coupling of this word- 
play with the image of the heart that shows Herbert's genius. 
He does not want only to point out how clever this word-play is| 
he wants to tell the reader something serious about his rela- 
tionship to God, and this happens to be the best way to do it. 
Thus, when the speaker's heart has been broken, like the word 
"JESU," Christ eases his heart. Vhen his heart is whole again. 
Christ takes up residence inside it once more. 
In the second poem of this group Herbert also plays with 
words—in this case the initials of "Jesus Christ," "J" and 
-C"i - 
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AS on * window Late I cast mine eye, 
I saw a vina drop grapes with J and C 
Anneal'd an every bunch. One standing by 
Ask'd what it meant. I, who aa never loth 
To spend ay judgement, said. It seea'd to me 
To be the bodie and the letters both 
Of Joy and Charltle. Sir, you have not aiss'd. 
The man reply*d| It figures JiSUS CHRIST. 
In this poea( "Lovejoy," Herbert tells us something about 
Jesus Christ by relating his initials to something else. He 
begins by creating a situation in which the speaker looks at a 
window, probably a stained glass window which contained a pic- 
ture of a grape vine with MJ and C/Anneal'd on every bunch." 
Vhlle for the twentieth-century reader this say aeea a ridicu- 
lous situation, (why would someone put Christ's Initials on 
grapes?), it was perfectly understandable and appropriate for the 
seventeenth century. Rosamond Tuve points out that there were 
a "set of conceits clustered around the ancient symbol of Christ 
aa the miraculous grape-bunch which figured forth the inheritance 
of the Chosen People, crossing over Jordan into the Promised 
Land. 3 This image often appeared in stained glass windows. 
If the reader does not know this, the poem seems to have "over- 
olevemess and toy-like triviality."1^ With this knowledge, 
however, the reader can see how natural and meaningful this 
image la. 
"AnnealM" means "to burn in colours upon glass, earthen- 
*3 Tuve, p. 112. 
ltt
 Tuve, p. 132. 
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war*, or metal, to «AUM1 by encaustic proooes" (OKD). This 
la a precis* word to describe the stained glass, and thus the 
reader knows exactly what the situation is. The apeaker con- 
tinues by saying that aoaeone standing by hie asked what it 
meant, and he eagerly answered, perhaps with a bit of pride in 
his understanding, that it was the "bodie and the letters both" 
of Joy and Charity. Here, of course, is where the word-play 
begins, by taking Christ's initials and applying the words "Joy" 
and "Charitie" to thea. But Herbert writes not only "letters," 
but "bodie," which means "embodied manifestation."" The grapes, 
then, are the "body" or figure of Joy and Charity, and the let- 
ters are the initials. The man standing by agrees with Herbert's 
interpretation of the initials and says, indeed, it "figures 
JESUS CHRIST." Thus, we can see the levels of representation 
herei the letters "J" and "C" stand for both "Joy" and "Charitie,' 
and "Jesus Christ." Ve find, however, that these are one and the 
same when we consider the figuring of the bunch of grapes, for 
if the grapes are the "bodie" of Joy and Charity, and they also 
figure Jesua Christ, then Jesus and Joy and Charity are one* 
One last note—the poem is called "Love-Joy" as a reference 
to the two words "Joy" and "charity." "Charity? in the seven- 
teenth century still retained its meaning of Carltas. or love* 
In the final of these three poems, "The Sonne;" word-play 
is not so much used as discussed by Herberti 
5
 Tuve, p. 133, 
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LET forrain nations of their language boast* 
Vhat fine varletle each tongue affordsi 
I like our language, as our sen and coasti 
Who cannot drease It well, want wit, not words* 
How neatly doe we give one onely name 
To parents Issue and the sunnes bright start*t 
A sonne Is light and fruiti a fruit full flaas 
Chasing the fathers dlmnesse, carrl'd farre 
From the first man In th'Sast, to fresh and 
Western dlacov'rles of posterltle. 
So In one word our Lords huallltle 
We turn upon his In a sense most trust 
For what Christ once In hueblenesse 
We his In glorle call, The Sonne of Man, 
Aa soon as the seventeenth-century reader saw the 
title, "The Sonne," he would have recognised It as a pun* It 
Is this pun that Herbert discusses here. He begins by referring 
to other nations who speak other languages. He says that one 
should let thes boast what variety their language hasi he llks* 
the English language, as well as Its sen and Its land* Those 
who have problems with English lack wit, certainly not words| 
the problem Is In the person, not In the language* 
Then, In line five, Herbert reveals the reason fox all this 
pride In the English languagei It gives only one name to "parents 
Issue," that Is, "son," and the "bright starre," the "sun*" Once 
he has pointed out this hoaonya, he continues by elaborating on 
the two words. Not only do they sound alike, but they also have 
many things In coaaon and are closely related* 
He shows this relationship by saying that a son is light 
and fruit to his father* The son is fruit in that be is the fruit* 
the creation, of his father. He Is light because he enlightens. 
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helps, and la virtuousi thus, he Is a "frultfull flame" that 
follows after the father's "dlmnesse," his faltering la old 
age. This son was the result of the light and fruit which de- 
rived at first froa Adam, the first aan In the Bast, and can 
be traced froa Adaa In the But to his posterity In the Vast la 
Herbert's time. 
Thus, Herbert concludes, In only one word Ehgllsh depicts 
both the Lord's humility, which Is that he clothed himself la 
flesh to be a "son," as well as his godliness as a "sun." The 
pun, then, has been explained In detail, as well as slaply being 
used cleverly In this poea. Again, Herbert has used words not 
slaply for the cleverness they exhibit, but to sake his meaning 
clear and to give the reader a better understanding of Christ* 
Herbert, In addition to varying his levels of diction and 
using clever plays on words, also uses alliteration to further 
the seanlng of his poetry. An example of this appears In the 
poem "Grace" In which the poet calls far help from God* 
Alliteration first appears In the first stanza, as Herbert 
describes hie hopeless condition on earthi 
MY stock lies dead, and no Increase 
Doth ay dull husbandrle Improvei 
0 let thy graces without cease 
Drop from above I 
The "d's" In "dead," "Doth," "dull," and even "husbandrle" create 
a kind of rhythm or chant of death, and they certainly make the 
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HAM aound dull. He uses the image of a farmer whose stock, 
or cattle, are all dead, and no prosperity or fruitful n—s la- 
proves his farming. Because of this, he calls for help In the 
fan of God's grace dropping froa heaven* Herbert Is referring 
not to an actual farm, of course, but to the condition of his 
own soul. 
In the second stanza Herbert sets up a hypothetical situ- 
ation In which the sun would disappear, the earth would become 
a dungeon, and all of God's creation would become prisoners of 
night. Again, alliteration contributes to the meaning of this 
stanza. Instead of the dull "d's" of the first, however, Herbert 
now uses the sharp, harsh sounds of "s"i 
If still the sunne should hide his face, 
Thy house would but a dungeon prove. 
Thy works nights captivesi 0 let grace 
Drop from aboveI 
These "s's" gradually build up to a climax In the third line of 
the stanza with "works nights captives," a phrase which Is dif- 
ficult and harsh to say, and which makes the reader plunge Into 
a kind of prison by trying to read It. This alliteration stops 
only with the refrain, which deals with the soothing grace of 
God. 
In the third stanza alliteration is used for even another 
purpose—to further comparison between two things that drop 
from abovei 
2U 
The dew doth ev'ry nomine falls 
And shall the dew outstrip thy Dove? 
The dew, for which graase cannot call. 
Drop froa above* 
These two things are the "dew" and the "dore," or holy spirit 
of God. By pitting these faa11lax-sounding words against each 
other, Herbert emphasises their similarities, especially in the 
second line in which those two words take the aost accented feet 
of the line. Both the dew and the dove, or grace, fall froa the 
sky. The dew, however, coaes uncalled for, and seems to be Bare 
than the dove, which is being called for desperately by the poet. 
The alliteration in the fourth stansa relates It to the 
first, furthering the unity In the poeai 
Death Is still working like a sole. 
And digs ay grave at each reaovei 
Let grace work too, and on ay soul 
Drop froa above* 
"Death" and "digs" reflect the dull, dead sounds of stansa 
Another slight alliteration and assonance occur here, however, 
which again pit two words against each otheri "grave" and "grace,1 
These two words are exactly alike apart froa one letter, yet only 
grace can save hla froa death's grave* 
The fifth stansa Is the laat one that contains alliterationi 
Slnne is still hammering my heart 
Unto a hardnesse, void of lovei 
Let suppling grace, to crosse his art* 
Drop froa above* 
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Here the sounds are "h'a," which are harsh and appropriate 
for the hardness of hla heart without lore. Thus* each stansa 
describes a condition of the poet, and each stansa contains 
alliteration or assonance to Intensify the Images* Only the 
last stanza does not contain such sounds, and this is the only 
stansa that does not deal with a description of the condition 
of the poeti 
0 coast for thou dost know the wayi 
Or if to BO thou wilt not acre. 
Remove ae, where I need not say. 
Drop froa abore. 
The only noticeably clever choice of words here is the relation* 
ahip between "aove" and "remove." If grace will not ooae down 
to hla on earth, he wants to be removed to where he does not 
have to ask for grace, that is, heaven. This molding of the 
word "aove," however, does not produce some of the harsh results 
that earlier alliteration had—and rightly so, for this is the 
only stanza that deals with a possible life away from earth, 
and therefore the sounds are much smoother and more pleasant 
than the sounds In the previous stanzas. 
Finally, it would be enlightening to look at a poem in 
which Herbert discusses the problem of words, to see what his 
views are on the use of appropriate words* This poem Is "The 
Forerunners"i 
The harbingers are come. See, see their marki 
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Vhlte In th«lr colour, and behold ay head. 
But auat they have ay brain? Bust they dispart 
Those sparkling notions* which therein were bred? 
Rust dulnesse turn ae to a olod? 
Yet have they left as, Thou art still «2 Cod. 
Good sen ye be, to leave ae ay best rooa, 
Ev'n all ay heart, and what Is lodged therei 
I passe not, I, what of the rest becoae, 
So Thou art still ay Cod, be out of fear. 
He will be pleased with that dlttlei 
And If I please hla, I write fine and wlttle. 
Farewell sweet phrases, lovely aetaphors. 
But will ye leave ae thus? when ye before 
Of stews and brothels onely knew the doores, 
Then did I wash you with ay tears, and aore. 
Brought you to Church well dreet mad oladi 
My Cod aust have ay best, ev'n all 1 had. 
Lovely enchanting language, sugar-cane, 
Hony of roses, whither wilt thou file? 
Hath soae fond love tlc'd thee to thy bane? 
And wilt thou leave the Church, and love a atle? 
Fie, thou wilt soil thy broider'd coat. 
And hurt thy self, and hi* that sings the note. 
Let foolish lovers, If they will love dung, 
Vith canvas, not with arras, clothe their shaaei 
Let follle speak In her own native tongue. 
True beautle dwells on hlghi ours la a flaae 
But borrow'd thence to light us thither. 
Beautle and beauteous words should go together. 
Yet If you go, 1 passe notf take your wayi 
For, Thou art still wy God. Is all that ye 
Perhaps with aore eabellishaent can say. 
Go to birds of springi let winter have his feet 
Let a bleak palenesse chalk the doore, 
So all within be livelier then before. 
The first stanza deals with the wittlclsaa that lie in the 
speaker's brain. A "harbinger" is "one that goes before and an- 
nounces the approach of soaeonei a forerunner"(OED). In this oass, 
these harbingers are signs of old age—harbingers of death. After 
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announcing that these signs hare COM, the speaker points to 
their mark, which Is his hair turning white* After admitting 
that they have his head, he questions whether they have to take 
his brain. He begins to coaplaln about their taking all the 
wit that was bred In his brain, asking question after question 
In a kind of complaint. In the last line of the stanza, how- 
ever, he Is able to console himself. Even though the witty 
phrases and words have left his brain, he still has God and he 
can still aver his belief In plain language. This phrase la 
Italics appears In variations throughout The Teaple. whenever 
Herbert wants to call attention to an Important, plainly stated 
passage. 
In the second stanza the speaker addresses these harbingers, 
and says that they are good aen because they have left hla his 
best roos, that Is, his heart, along with what Is lodged there, 
which would probably be his belief In God. He does not care what 
happens to the rest of hla (his body and hla wit), as long as he 
can say "Thou art still ay God." He then says that God will be 
pleased with that sayingi and that Is all that Is laportant to 
Herbert—pleasing God. No natter how plain and dull his words 
are, If they please God, his lines are fine and witty. 
In spite of the second stanza In which he has Just convinced 
hlaself that he doesn't really Bind losing his witty language, in 
the third stanza the speaker again laments the loss of "sweet 
phrases" and "lovely aetaphors." He asks then almost plaintively 
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if they will. Indeed, leave hla In this way. Ha than reminds 
thea, aa If to make thea feel guilty about leaving his, that 
before he caae alone they knew only the doors of stews and brothels. 
"9tewa" is another naae for brothel. By thla, the speaker asans 
that before he caae around, these lovely words were used only 
in secular love poetry. Then, however, he washed the language 
with his tears. By his sincerity and repentance, he cleaned 
it and even took It to Church "well drest and clad." He did 
this so that God would have his best, even though this waa all 
he had. 
Again, in the fourth stanza he addresses this language. 
Rotlce that as he addresses the language, his language itself 
becoaea beautiful. He probably cannot help it* as he is talk- 
ing to, about, and with the aaae things beautiful language. 
He asks the language again where it is going. He aaks if sons 
"fond love," perhaps another love poet, has enticed this lan- 
guage to its hara. He questions whether it should leave the 
Church and love a "atie," "an abode of bestial lust, or of ao- 
ral pollution generallyi a place inhabited or frequented by the 
■orally degraded" (03D). Then he aildly curses the language 
for doing this, saying that it will soil its eabroidered coat, 
the coat that was probably given it by its elevation at the 
hands of Herbert. The language will also hurt itself by gaining 
a bad reputation, and it will hurt "hia that sings the note." 
This is aost likely a reference to Herbert, or the poet who 
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writ** th« poetry, that Is, slivs the not*. 
In the fifth stanza he tries another argument to persuade 
this beaut lftfl. language to stay with his. This argument begins 
with an Image of clothing as he Introduces foolish lovers, those 
who deal In secular, not religious Batters, and who love dung— 
and notice, as he speaks of these natters, his language, too, low- 
ers Itself* Just In the use of the word "dung," one can see how 
Herbert, of course, cannot help but lower the level of diction 
when he describes these people. He says let then clothe then- 
selves with canvas, a rough and low-class cloth, not with arras, 
"a rich tapestry fabric, In which figures and scenes are woven 
in colours" (OED). They should use canvas to clothe their Shane). 
He is really speaking, of course, of the kind of language they 
should use—low levels of diction. Instead of rich, beautiful 
language. Folly, he says, should speak in her own native tongue| 
"Folly" seans either "the quality or state of being foolish ox 
deficient in understanding" or "lewdness, wantonness" (OED). 
Whatever the meaning here, and I think that both work, folly 
should use words Batching Its own nature. 
The speaker then becoaea rather neoplatonic as he gives his 
views on beauty.  He says that true beauty dwells on high, not 
on earth. Our beauty Is only a flaae that we borrow to light 
our way to the true beauty which resides in heaven—en lnterestins 
twist of the Platonic notions* Thus, he concludes that beauty 
beauteous words should go together. 
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In the final stansa the speaker raturna to hla attitude in 
tha aaeond stanza, In which ha aaaaa not to cara If beautiful 
words ahould leave hla. Ha talla thaa that. If they do go, ha 
doaa not care. In fact, he talla then to ba on their way beoai 
la the end, when It all cornea down to the troth, all that thaa* 
beautiful words can say Is "Thou art still ay God," only with 
embellishment. Thus, the only thing that la leaving tha apaaksr 
la hla eabelllshaent, certainly not his true meaning. 
The speaker then compares these beautiful words to tha birds 
of spring. He tells thea to leave so that winter can move in, or 
"have hla fee." Thus, he puts thia event into the cycle of natura, 
and aeema to accept it aa one mist accept the passage of tlse and 
of seasons. Just as winter Inevitably takes over the spring, so 
doaa old age and the loss of wit take over youth and aparkllng 
notions. In acceptance, then, he says "Let a bleak paleness chalk 
the doore," which means let winter coae, or let as grow old and 
have white haln this means only that everything within will ba 
livelier than before. That is, while his body is slowing down, 
Just as the season seems to alow down in winter, his mind and his 
faith become more lively, just as people bring their activities 
indoors in the winter. 
Thus, we aee in this poem a number of statements by Herbert 
that are relevant to his use of words in other poems. First, as 
long as the verse pleasea God, it does not matter whether it la 
plain or fancy. Second, God is all and must have all, so it Is 
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all right to une ftrcy language in poeas to and about hla. 
Third, words should be appropriate to the meaning the poet 
wants to communicate, and fourth, in the end, both the plain 
and fancy words say the sane thing.    This is a rather coaplex 
theory on the use of language, but one that is,  in fact, approp- 
riate to his other poems. 
Clearly, then,  one can see that George Herbert is a true 
artist when he deals with words.    As we saw in "Discipline" and 
"Dotage," Herbert varies the level of diction according to the 
■eaning of his poea.    He also consciously plays with words, as 
we saw in a nuaber of his poems, and yet he does this not so 
■uch to show his facility and wit as to enhance the reader's 
understanding of his poems.    And finally, we saw how Herbert 
uses alliteratloni again, not to show off his verbal abilities, 
but to emphasise the seanlng of his poems*    Herbert does Indeed 
choose the right words for the right things—or as he says 
it,  "Beautie and beauteous words should go together." 
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Ill 
LINES 
Hay no lines passe, •accept they do their dutle 
Not to a true, but painted chair? 
"Jordan (I)" 
Just as Herbert used words In a variety of ways to exact* 
the effect that he wanted and that was appropriate for his poem, 
he also carefully molded the shape of his lines for the MM 
reason. This attention to the shape of his lines appears through- 
out The Teapie. Some poems exhibit his use of meter, pauses, 
and encashment either to emphasise laportant lines, to change the 
speed of appropriate lines, or siaply to display in the lines 
themselves the meaning of the poem—therefore, the lines enhance 
the meaning. In other poems, Herbert molds the shape of his lines 
to create a particular tone, or voice. In still other poems, the 
lines work to create an entire form for the poem, thus enhancing 
its meaning. 
One of the most moving occurrences of Herbert's use of meter, 
speed, and shape of the lines to enhance the meaning of his poetry 
appears in a stanza of "The Sacrifice." This poem is spoken by 
Christ, and describes his ordeal and agony at his crucifixion* 
Basically, the poem is a kind of complaint against all that man 
has done to him. Christ first calls out to those who "pasae by," 
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presumably as he Is on the cross. Thsn hs tells of his betrayal 
by Judas, ths sleeping of his disoiplss when hs told them to 
watch, his oapturs by ths Rosmns, his false accusations, his 
confrontations with Herod and Pilate, the freeing of a murderer 
and condemnation by his own people, his physical punishment, 
his crown of thorns, the carrying of his own cross, and his 
hanging on the cross. This Is a lament full of despair and an- 
guish, emphasized by the repetition of a refrain at the end of 
each stanzai "Was ever grief like sine?" 
The poem coses to a climax In the fifty-fourth stansa as 
Christ hangs on the cross, and the grief and pain seem to over- 
come him completelyi 
But, 0 my_ God, my_ God I why leav'st thou me. 
The sonne, In whom thou dost delight to be? 
Ill 524* HI God-— 
Never was grief like mine. 
Up until this point, the lines have been moving In more or li 
regular Iambic pentameter for three lines, and then the refrain 
In Iambic trimeter. In this stansa, the first two lines are 
still Iambic pentameter, although the pauses In the line cer- 
tainly make It sound broken, as they contribute to the reader's 
Image of a gasping, sorrowful Christ on the cross. The climax 
really comes In the third line of that stansa—or, rather, it 
doesn't come as part of the words In the line, for It is effected 
by the complete breaking off of the line Into nothing—silence* 
Surely, this In the supreme agony, the supreme grief. The 
la left hanging, alone, at the end of the line Juet as Christ 
hung alone on the cross, and this Is probably the closmst any 
poea could coae to describing the horrible pain of that event— 
by not describing It at all, as It Is too enormous to be put 
Into words. Thus, In this first Instance, Herbert's genius 
Is evident In his control of his lines. 
In another very different poea, Herbert controls the shape 
of his lines to emphasise the laportant parts In his poea, and to 
drat* thea together Into a closer relationship. This poea Is 
"The Agonle." It contains three slx-llne stansasi the first 
line Is laablc tetraaeter, the second and third are laablc pen* 
taneter, the fourth Is laablo tetraaeter, and the last two are 
laablc pentameter.  Herbert aolds the shape of his lines, 
thereby eaphaslslng thea, by creating variations In this 
base aeter. 
The poea begins with a discussion of how Ban has studied 
and measured practically everything Imaginablei 
PHILOSOPHERS!have aeaauV'd mountains, 
Fathom*d the depths of seas,1 of states, and kings, 
Ualk'd with'a" staff J to heav'nj and traced fountains i 
But there*are,two vast, spacious things, 
/ /L   A„    A ~ y 
>asure It doth .aore1 behove i 
u-    'T -   '    -    /\ - Yet few there are that sound1theat Slnne>and Love. 
The which I to ne L.. . ._ 
* The d't i , 
The only things that man has not measured, which, by the way. It 
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would be better for him to measure, are aln and love. Hotlee 
that these two words have been placed In probably the most Im- 
portant place In the stanza, and rightly so, fox they are the two 
aoet laportant words In the poem, as one can see In the last two 
stances. Not only do they occupy the last part of the last line 
In the stanza, but they are preceded by a caesura which breaks 
the line in half, emphasizing then even aorei "let few there are 
that sound themi Slnne and Love." 
In the next stanza, It la apparent that Herbert is once 
again molding the shape of his lines to eaphaslse those that he 
feels are Importanti 
u  / I „   / f „ /L / 
Mho would*know SlnneJ let him 'repair 
u /i ^  4-'    -   /J , / 
Unto Mount Oliveti there shall he see 
- A ,     / J „   /J  -  /I ^  / 
A man'so wrung* with pains', that all ma hair, 
iis skinne, his garments blou&le be. 
th pain 
H • 
/  - L   /   \     „      S\     „,        A„ 
Slnne is that presse and. vice,1 which foroe  
- / 1^ A"    / l   -      A~   ^ To hunt his cruell food through ev*ry vein. 
In the first line of the stanza, by placing a pause after the ward 
"Slnne," Herbert causes the reader to linger over that word, thus 
emphasisiw It. Indeed, the entire stanza is an Instruction for 
knowing sin. Aa the lines move on, Herbert describes the agonies 
of Christ as he bore all the sins of the world on his shoulders. 
The meter is quite regular here, although the placement of pauses 
and encashment prevent It from sounding too regular. Suddenly, 
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in the fifth line of the stansa, ttw regular rhythm is Jarred 
by an opening chorlaab. Again, the heavy stress is placed on 
the word "sin," and this line stands out abore all the others in 
the stansa because of its irregularity and force fulness. 
Herbert, however, does not stop here* He wants to tie to- 
gether the words "sin" and "love," perhaps Just as he wanted to 
show the close relationship between "life" and "strife," "salva- 
tion" and "damnation" in "The Water-course." Thus, the last stan- 
sa has the aaae seter as the second stansa, only this one deals 
with lovei 
/I >,  /Ic/L/ 
Who knows! not Love I let hial assay  i 
And taste I that juice", which on the croese a pike 
/ 
s l , hi \ « s  
/L/lw    /   I     ^      A  *     / 
et1again'abroachr then let1his say 
If evJr he did taste the like.i 
u        /*L        /   \    *      /\  u.    / 
xhat liquor sweet'and aost divine. 
IS 
Did s 'a n ab  |l  
et
 \   
Love is iqu e an i ,
v as bloudr but I, as wine. Which «y God feels'  
Again, a pause occurs after the important word in the first line, 
this tlae "love." Thus, this saae structure of lines puts both 
sin and love into parallel lines, drawing then closer together. 
Again, the seter is regular until the next to the last line, when the 
line opens with a choriamb, placing the stress on the word "love." 
Once again, love has been pitted against sin, carrying the saae 
position in the line as well as the saae aaount of stress. Also 
again, the meter returns to its regularity in the last line, thus 
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Baking the next to the last line parallel In lta irregularity 
to the irregular line of the second stanza. 
Herbert, then, while tying together both lore and ein in 
the aeanlng of the poea, also ties thea together sore subtly by 
his aanipulation of the shape of his lines, creating a tightly 
knit, unified poea—an exaaple, again, of his genius. 
"Conatancle" offers Herbert yet another chance to sold the 
shape of his line to exhibit in the line itself what he talks 
about with his words. This is most apparent in three of the 
poea's seven stanzas. The first instance occurs in the first 
stanza i 
WHO is the honest Ban?  ■      i 
u /I c    y I  -    A-   /L / 
He that Idoth still1 and strongly good ^pursue, 
^ /| - /\ yy       /[ ^  /  \  *>       y 
To God,I his neighbour, and hlaself aost trust 
u    A~    /\  *   A~   s 
Vhoa neitJher force nor fawning can 
~ /1 * /1   u,   A^ '[ ~   / 
Unpinne1, or wrench froa giving all their due. 
After asking who the honest aan is, the stanza proceeds to answer 
the question.j He is that aan who always and strongly pursues 
good, and who is true to hlaself, his neighbor, and God. The 
lines themselves add to the aeaning of this answer by strongly 
ringing out the regular aeter, and being true to it* The regu- 
larity or constandy of the lines is apparent, too. in the end 
stops which appear regularly at the end of each of the first 
three lines. Vhen Herbert speaks of what the honest aan is not, 
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however, the line la enjaabed, and the expected endetop does not 
occur just as Herbert talks about unpinning, or wrenching. Thus 
the line, too, la slightly wrenched, although it remains constant 
to its aeter. 
Again, in the second stansa, Herbert molds the shape of his 
lines to correspond to the meaning! 
/U /L / 
onestie Is not 
So loose" or easi<6.  that a ruffling winds 
Whose h  ■now  n v i   in  i i 
i se ©aaifc, i d* 
Can blow' away, 'or glittering look 'it ..   blindei 
yy       XI        \S /\xs Ay,        / 
Who rides his sure' and even trot, 
/ ^ / / / / KS / ~       ' 
While the world now rides by, now lags behlnde. 
The first four lines of this stansa are In their regular iaablc 
rhythms, although the words "ruffling" and "glittering" cause 
a slight Increase in the lengths of the lines. The fourth line, 
however, is as regular as one can sake it. Iaablc tetraaeter is 
the "sure and even trot" of this llnei the endstop Bakes it sound 
even aore regular. This, of course, goes along with the descrip- 
tion of the honest, constant man traveling at an even pace. In 
the last line of the stansa, when Herbert contrasts this honest 
aan with the rest of the world, his line also points out the 
difference. The last line is so far froa the regular aeter, 
that it is difficult even to find a pattern to it. The line it- 
self seems to ride by, or lag behind. Just as the world does com- 
pared with the honest man. This is surely a very effective aanl- 
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pulatlon of the shape of the HIM to show, by Beans of the rhytha,. 
what Herbert Is trying to say In the wards of his pom. 
Another Instance similar to what happened in the previous 
stansa occurs in the last stanza of this poeai 
Vhoa nothing can procure. 
When the wide world runnes bias froa his will* 
To writhi 
This 
/  \     ~      '\ ~      / I  *>       /|^/ 
Lthe his llabes, and share, not send the ill. 
^  / I u   / U    ' I  *  ' La is the Mark-aan,  safe land sure, 
/   I   w      /    I     w,        S        w    / L      / ill1is right, and prayes to be so still. Who st 
The second line in this stansa tells of the world's running 
"bias" which means "off the straight, awry, wrong, aales, to 
fall foul of, attack" (OED). That line, too, is auch different 
froa the rest of the lines in the stansa. Although it can be 
forced into a regular meter ("When the wide world runnes bias 
froa his will"), it certainly sounds ridiculous that way, and 
is read auch better by forgetting the meter. The line, in effect* 
"runnes bias froa" the rest of the lines in the stansa. 
Another example of Herbert's adding the shapes of his 
lines occurs in "Dulnesse." In this case, Herbert does not actu- 
ally break the regular meter of his lines, but he changes the speed 
of the lines by his choice of words and pauses i 
Vhy do I languish thus, drooping and dull. 
As if I were all earth? 
1*0 
0 give ae qulckhease, that I say with Birth / I ^   / 
Praise thee'brlB-fullI 
In thla first stanza of the poea the poet la lamenting his dul- 
ness, and he asks why he languishes In this way. "Languish" hex* 
■eans "to grow weak, faint, or feeble| to lose health, have one's 
vitality lapalredt to continue In a state of feebleness and suf- 
fering" (OED). This word, because It takes sore tlae to say than 
■ost two-syllable words, begins the slowing down of the line, fol- 
lowed by "thus" and a pause, the word causes the line to slow 
down even sore. Another pause at the end of the line leads Into 
the rest of the question. He asks why he languishes as If he 
were all earth, or "the type of dull, dead Batter" (OED). This 
could also be a reference to earth as one of the four elements In 
the universe, the lowest and heaviest of the four. Thus, as Her- 
bert Is describing himself as "drooping and dull," the line It- 
self Is slow In speed. Just as dull and languishing as he Is* 
The next two lines point out the contrast between the present 
state of the poet and the state in which he would like to be. 
He wants "qulcknesse," which In this case Beans "animation, live- 
liness, briskness, vigour, freshness" (OSD). Of course. It also 
has the meaning "speed, rapidity (of action, notion)" (OSD) which 
would refer to the line Itself, for these two lines aove auch 
faster than the first two* The words are easier to say, and the 
enjaabment pushes the reader Immediately on to the last line of 
the stanza. Thus, in one stanza, Herbert has presented a contrast 
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not only In ManIns, out also in the speed of his lines, a con- 
traat which enhances the meaning of the stansa. 
Herbert uaea contraat In another of hla po—. "Vertue," 
thla tlae between the first two atansaa, one describing a "ewest 
day*" the other describing a "sweet rose." The first atanxa la 
regular in its lines of iaabic tetrameters 
v  /\*'\y.'\„/ 
SVEBT day, so coolj so calm, so bright, 
*      S U / \ ^     /   \    s,      / 
The brldall of the.earth'and aklei 
The dew shall weep thy fall'to nighti 
^  / I .   / 
For thou'must die. 
This regularity creates a serene aood which correaponda to the day 
that Herbert is describing. The only change appears In the last 
line of the stansa, which is shortened to only two feet. Thla, 
of oourse, emphasises the aessage contained in that last line 
and, in fact, completely erases the tranqulllty of the first three 
lines by its shocking shortness and lta shocking aessage* 
The second stanza begins almost like the first, but Instead 
of repeating the saae pattern, Herbert varies his effect by 
creating a rose that overwhelms the gaseri 
'    - y\'*v..' k Sweet rose,1 whose hue angrie and brave / c I /  /L   /1 ^   / 
Bids the rash gaser wipe'his eyei 
Thy root'is ever In its grave. 
And thou must die. 
These lines, too, overwhela the regular lines of the first stansa. 
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and emphasize the harshness and Intensity of the color of the 
rose. While the line begins regularly with two iambs, on the 
word "angrie" Herbert substitutes a trochee, disrupting the 
regular meter and emphasising that word. The next line Is even 
■ore irregular. The line begins with a trochee followed by a 
spondee, and then returns to the regular laabs. This disrup- 
tion, however, corresponds completely with the weaning of the 
words—as the gazer is disturbed bv the rose's hue—and the 
line's disturbance of the regular rhytha is a subtle but bril- 
liant way of emphasizing the Meaning of the stanza. Thus, in 
these first two stanzas, Herbert has used substitution to create 
a rhytha that corresponds to the aeaning he is trying to put 
across. 
One final example of Herbert's use of substitution to 
an effect occurs in the first stanza of "Affliction (lY)"i 
BROKEN in pieces all maunder, 
/   y  „  / 
Lord, hunt me not, 
A thing1forgot, 
/ <• /  / ^   / ^ / • 
Once a poor creature, now a wonder, 
- /U   /L    /|^   y 
A wonder tortdr'd in the space 
Betwixt this world and that of grace, 
The reader discovers, in subsequent stanzas, the pattern of this 
versei one line of iambic tetrameter, two lines of two feet each, 
and three lines of Iambic tetrameter. This pattern, however, is 
to 
extremely difficult to detect In the first atansa. Ae the apaakar 
characterizes himself as brokan and ecattered, tha line, too, 
eeeaa to ba broken as It doea not aattle into a aatlafactory 
rhythmic pattern. Beginning the entire poaa with a choriaab puta 
auch aaphaaia on the word "broken," and thattantoitaelf aeaas 
to be hunting a meter, especially In tha fourth llna which doaa 
not lend itself to a metric pattern at all. Thus Herbert creetee 
a atansa with lines that seaa to be "brokan in plecea all asunder," 
portraying in themselves the condition of the poet. 
In addition to molding the shape of his linea to corraapond 
to the meaning of those linea, Herbert also uaaa proaody to help 
hla to create a tone of voice. One such exaaple ia "Redeaptlon," 
which sounds almost like a narrative, in a rather converaational 
tone i 
' "    v     / ^     /   * *    /     S 
HAVING been tenant long to a rich Lord, 
/   /     is /   %J   /   **     \J     o>  /^ 
Not thriving, I resolved to be bold, 
•   ^   »<  /   »» w  /   v \s     S 
And aake a suit unto hla, to afford 
*    S      /   / ^  /   ^      S   ~        / 
A new small-rented lease, and cancel! th'old. 
ys    A ^   A - A~    Ay      s 
ven at his aanbur I hla In hea im soughti , 
iey told ae there, that he baa late] The ly gone 
w/ y\ ^    / \   vx A~   /L    y 
About some land, which he had dearly bought 
/ / *        / *,      / s,     /     ~ 
Long since on earth, to take possession. 
I straight return'a, and knowing hla great birth, 
■/      *s I o    A"   A"    S\   *-   S Sought hla accordingly in great resorta| 
ttk 
[n cLtles, theatres, gardens, parks 
A - /\~ A~   s\ - \gth I heard a ragged noise1 and mlrtJ 
I     *   A* -       s\ w  s yes and Murderersi    there I his i 
I s     S\  ~    A "     ' ght.  Your suit Is granted, aaii 
In tl s,  t s, e s,  s, and courtsi 
"     "   ] - /l-   S  *    S 
At len i 1 Bi h 
w  / / 
/ 
Of theev murderersi i espied. 
Who strai t. i s d, a died* 
Herbert introduces the situation in the first four lines, speak- 
ing rather casually as if he were dealing in business with a 
rich lord—Indeed, the whole poea works with this iaage of the 
tenant-landlord relationship. The speaker'says that he has for 
a long time been a tenant, or "one who holds a piece of land, 
a house, etc. by lease for a ten of years or a set time" (OED), 
to a rich lord and, because he has not thrived, he decided to be 
bold and ask his to cancel the old lease for a new aaall-rented 
lease. This conceit, of course, refers to the speaker's rela- 
tionship to Godi not thriving In this relationship, he resolved 
to ask God to do something about it. The new lease is a reference 
to the New Testament of the Bible, and the old lease to the Old 
Testament. 
Herbert, then, is dealing with an important and profound 
subject in a very worldly, casual way, and the prosody helps to 
create this casual tone. The poem Is in the form of a sonnet, so 
its base aeter is iambic pentameter. While the lines could be 
forced into this meter, the natural reading is much more 
like prose—or even speech. Thus, the first line begins with a 
choriamb, and is followed by an iamb, a pyrrhus, and a spondee* 
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Likewise, the second line does not follow the metric pattern. 
La fact* no Metric pattern has even really been established, 
since this is the beginning of the poea.    Only by reading the 
rest of the poea and knowing that this is a sonnet can one asy 
that there is a regular aetrlc pattern in the poea. 
Again,  line three does not follow a aetrlc pattern, and it 
continues the effect of a simple narration in prose*    Since this 
is the first line In which a rhyme occurs, however, one would 
expect the poea to emerge as a poea here,    however, Herbert de- 
emphasizes the rhyme with an encashment at the end of the line, 
carrying the reader into the next line? again, with the effect 
of conversation. 
This conversational tone, then, is the result of the shape 
of the lines using substitution and encashment*    It continues 
throughout the rest of the poem, showing Herbert's skill in the 
use of lines to create a voice* 
Another poea in which Herbert molds the shape of the lines 
to create a voice is "Conscience."    Reminiscent of Donne's "The 
Sun Rising" in which he chides the sun, this poem begins with 
the speaker directly addressing and commanding hia own consciencei 
PEACE pratler, do not lowrei 
/ w J '      /I    ,/       /L      /U     / 
Not a fair look, but thou dost call it fouli 
/ \,\ S      / I    >,      s   |   v       /U    / 
Not a sweet dish, but thou dost call it sowrei 
Husick to thee Vioth howl* 
i/    '[*      A*      •!„        / By listning to thy chatting fears 
-/U /\    „      s\   s.      / I have  both lost mine eyes and eares. 
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The speaker's tone In the opening lines la one of impatience end 
a fair aaount of anger.  He tells hla conscience to be quiet, and 
not to "lowre," or "to frown, scowli to look angry or sullen" (GO). 
He then further upbraids his conscience by telling It why he la 
angry with It—every time he perceives something pleasant with 
hla senses, his conscience ruins it in a number of ways* He be* 
gins with the sense of slfrhti when he sees something fair, hla 
conscience calls it foul* When he sees or tastes a sweet dlah, 
his conscience calls it sour. When he hears music, his conscienoe 
makes it howl. The speaker sums it up in this first stanza by 
saying that in listening to all the chatting fears of the con* 
science, he has lost his eyes and ears, that Is, he has lost the 
ability in his senses to perceive and enjoy beauty* 
R*xt of the beauty of this poem is the way Herbert personi- 
fies the conscience, making it a kind of separate entity from 
the speaker himself. The problem Introduced In this poem is, of 
course, how to prevent an over-active conscienoe from interfering 
with and preventing the enjoyment of the senses in moderation* 
Apparently, every time the speaker felt some pleasure he often 
immediately felt puilty because of his enjoyment* But Herbert, 
instead of writing a pedantic poem on this problem, simply cre- 
ates a conscience separate from the speaker* Thus, the speaker 
can address his conscience and carry on a conversation with it, 
and still deal with the problem in a more interesting way* 
In creating this rather informal situation, Herbert has 
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molded the shape of his Unas to add to the conversational tons 
of the poem. The regular pattern of the stansas Is a line of 
laablo trimeter, two lines of laablc pentameter, another of lsablo 
trimeter, and two lines of laablo tetrameter. Notice In the first 
stansa how Herbert has used substitution to create the unexpec- 
ted rhythms and, consequently, to create lines closer to speech. 
In the first line, for exasple, Herbert substitutes a spon- 
dee for the first laab, creating a draaatlc opening and empha- 
sising the first two words of the poem—an appropriate effect, 
considering that this Is an exhibit of anger and Impatience In 
the speaker. The second and third lines of the poem scan exact- 
ly the same In their Irregularity. They begin with a trochee 
followed by a spondee, and complete the last three feet regularly, 
with lambs. This rhythm, of course, points out the parallel 
structure of the lines, and the endstops give the poea soae sense 
of form which It does not get from regular line length or 
regular rhythm within the lines. The fourth line begins with a 
choriamb which again makes It sound closer to speech. The last 
two lines are the only lines In the stansa which are regular, 
but Herbert does not allow then to sound too much out of place, 
as these are the only two lines In the poea with encashment, so 
that the conversational sound of the poem Is maintained* 
Thus, one can see and hear clearly In this poem that It 
does, Indeed, have a conversational tone.  This tone 
Is created. In part, by the careful molding of the shape 
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of th« lines to approximate natural speech acre than the 
regular, sing-song rhythm of soae poetry* 
One more poem in which the shape of the lines works to cre- 
ate the tone is "Bunch of Grapes." Again, from the first stansa 
of this poea one can see Herbert's skill in shaping his linesi 
JOT, I old lock Thee upi' but soae bad Ban 
*   '\ u    A* s 
Hath let thee out' againi 
i, I an where I beg And now, ae thinks an 
^     y I u / 
»e vogue and vein* Sev' 
*     r I .       / 
One aire of thoughts usurps 'ay brain, 
•   / 
1 did towards Cani 
;•.»£*.'. ,- 
. -o"»- -MW3 —
L       A ^   / \  ~  /\ » / 
ow aan drawi but now* I aa 
Brought back to the Bed sea} the sea of shame* 
Once again, as in "Conscience," the poea begins with a direct 
address. The difference here, however, is that almost iaaedlately 
the speaker changes froa a direct address to a kind of contempla- 
tion within himself, and he seeas to forget about his «^r+«T 
to joy. In fact, this address aay have been only a device within 
the speaker's own mind to think of joy, and not a creation of 
a personified Joy on the part of Herbert* 
The speaker says that he locked Joy upi that is, he had at- 
tained Joy earlier and thought that he could keep it, or capture 
it within him forever. He was alstaken, however, because a "bad 
man" let Joy escape froa him again. The identity of the bad 
la not clear here, but this ambiguity is effective because it 
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makes the reader ponder over who or what would sake someone lc 
hia joy. There are probably two Identities of this aani he la 
either the devil, who of course by tempting the apeaker to sin 
would have caused hia joy to escape from hiai or the speaker him- 
self, who in a weak aoaent auccuabed to sin, causing hia joy to 
escape hia. Whoever this was, the joy la gone and the speaker 
la now back where he began seven years ago. This is a biblical 
reference to the story of Jacob, who worked aeven years for his 
beloved's father so that he could marry her. At the end of these 
aeven years Instead of receiving Rachel, her father gave Jacob 
Esther, the older sister. He had to work another seven years to 
gain Rachel. Thus, the apeaker la now as he was seven years agoi 
"one vogue," that is, "general course or tendencyi general charac- 
ter or condition" and "vein," or "an inclination or desire, a 
tendency, towards something specified" and one "alre of thoughts" 
usurps his brain (OSD). Since he has lost joy, he has had a 
one-track alnd. In the next few linea he reveals what this vogue 
of thoughts Is—shame. While before, he drew near Canaan, the 
promised land where all is fruitful and Joyful, he now comes back 
to the sea of ahaae. 
Clearly, the speaker here is a frustrated, depressed, inhumed 
man. His condition Is evident in the lines themselves, because 
they are full of hesitations and pauses, reflecting the contem- 
plation of a troubled alnd. Their meter is irregular as well, 
which makes It sound as though this speaker is talking to hlmsslf, 
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trying to reach BOBS sort of answer to his problea. 
The first line begins with a chorlaab, which eaphasises the 
word "joy." The pause after "Joy," however, puts a tremendous 
stress on the first word of the poea, and it aoves the second 
syllable of the poea over into the second foot* so that it sounds 
like an ana pest instead of an iaab. There follow two regular feet, 
but the last foot in the line is a spondee which, with the pre- 
vious iaab, creates three stresses in a row, once again pi«<*<wg 
auch emphasis on a part of the line, this tiae on the last three 
words.  In this way, Herbert has attained a kind of balance in 
this one line, and has also pointed out an antithesis between 
"Joy" and "soae bed man." 
The enjaabed. first line leads saoothly into the regular 
second line, whose regularity is not too obvious because of its 
shortness and the enjaabaent froa the previous line. The third 
line, too, has a regular aeter, although the pauses before and 
after the phrase "ae thinks" Bake the line sound aore like speech, 
as well as the enjaabaent into the next line which breaks in the 
middle. This leads into line five which is again regular, with 
an endstop. The last two lines in the stanza break between the 
third and fourth feet, and are enjaabed, contributing to the 
speechlike linesi the last line adds its irregularity with sub- 
stitutions. 
This first stanza, then, is full of pauses, substitutions, 
and enjaabaents, all of which coablne to help create the tone of 
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a aan who Is contra plating, or thinking to hiaself, about his 
probleas. 
Herbert,  in addition to creating a ton* or vole* by Boldlag 
the ahape of his lines, uses thea to pack his pora with a—nlng 
to axeapllfy In verse what he says in words.    A fine axaapla of 
thia is the poea Trinltle Sunday," which abounda in threesi 
LORD, who'hast fora'd ae out of aud, 
And hast'redeea'd ae througn thy bloud, 
-   y\ ~ /L /L   / 
And sanctlfi'd Vie to do goodi 
•    /|„   /I   V   /I u  / 
Purge all ay slnnes done heretoforei 
•" ^1 " '  I 1/ '\ ~     S 
For I confesse ay heavle score, 
^ /1 ~    /I   u   y \ ^  y 
And I will strive to slnne no sore, 
» A*   s \  y     y\ - y 
aVirlch'ay heart, aouth, hands in ae. 
~    s |   ~     SI   v    /L / 
With faith, with hope,! with charltiei 
yr '\«   y \ y    y \ ~   y 
That I aay runne, rise, rest with thee* 
The aost obvious trinity in this poea is the nuabex of 
stanzas, and then the nuaber of lines in each stanza. In the 
first stanza the speaker addresses God, and in that address he 
covers the creation of aan to the crucifixion. The Lord has 
famed hia out of aud, as he has Bade every person, and has 
redeeaed hia through his blood which was shed on the cross. 
God has also sanctified hia to do good—perhaps this is a 
reference to Herbert's taking holy orders. 
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In the second stanza the speaker asks God to purge all 
his sins, for his "score" or number of sins Is great| he con- 
fesses all of then and promises to try not to sin any acre, 
tloe that another device that eaphaalses the threes here Is the 
rhyae scheme. In each stansa It la the saae, so that the entire 
poea works out as aaa bbb ceo* 
finally. In the third stansa the poea Intensifies with even 
■ore threes, and the aeter, which was regular In the first two 
stanzas, changes slightly to emphasize these groups of three. 
The base aeter Is laablc tetrameter, but In the third foot of the 
first line Herbert substitutes a spondee, so that there are three 
stresses In a row, separated by pauses—a treaendous eaphasls oa 
the three separate objects In this line. Again, In the second 
line of the third stansa, the line Itself divides Into three 
equal parts, all separated by a pause, although the rhytha here 
Is regular. Finally, this series of three Is once again repeated 
In the last line of the poea with a supreme eaphasls, acre so than 
the other groups of three, because now Herbert has added allitera- 
tion of "r's" along with the three stresses In a row. 
Clearly, In this poea Herbert has created lines that portray 
In theaselves the trinity, and he builds up to the climax of 
threes in the last line of the poem very effectively. 
another poea In which Herbert uses this same technique, por- 
traying In his lines the meaning of the poea, la "The Ureath," 
although here Herbert applies this technique In a completely 
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different way, because, of course, his subject matter Is differentt 
A VREATHED garland of deserved praise, 
Of praise deserved, unto thee I give, 
I give to thee, who knowest all ay wares, 
My crooked winding waves, wherein I live. 
Wherein I die, not llvei for life is straight. 
Straight as a line, and ever tends to thee. 
To thee, who art more farre above deceit, 
Then deceit seeas above slapllcltie. 
Give ae slapllcltie, that I aay live. 
So live and like, that I nay know, thy wayes, 
Know thea and practise theai then shall I give 
For this poors wreath, give thee a crown of praise* 
A "wreath" is "a chaplet or garland of flowers, leaves, or 
the like, especially worn or awarded as a mark of distinction, 
honour, etc." (OED). It is also "something wound, wreathed, or 
colled into a circular shape or fan? (OED). This poem includes 
both meanings, for it is a garland of praise to God, and it is 
wound, by aeans of its lines, into a circular form* 
The winding or wreathing that occurs in this poea is notice- 
able from the beginning. In the first line, the speaker says that 
he is giving to God this "wreathed garland" of praise. This gar- 
land is, of course, the poea, which the poet is writing to praise 
God because He deserves it. The phrase "of deserved praise" in 
the first line is repeated In the second line as "of praise de- 
served." Here, then, begins the colling within the poea that aakes 
the poea Itself a wreath. The first and second lines are connected 
by the repetition of the end of line one in the beginning of line 
two. 
As the poea progresses, one discovers that this chain-linking 
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of 11AM occurs to the end. The speaker goes on to say that he 
gives this poem to God who knows all his crooked ways which cause 
him to die, not live, for life Is straight and always "tends" to 
God, "Tends" In this case Beans "to have a natural Inclination 
to move (in some direction)" (OED). "Unto thee I give" Is repeated 
In line three as "I give to thee"* "all ay waves" Is repeated In 
line four as "My crooked winding wayes"i and this continues to 
the end of the poem. 
in lines four to six, the speaker talks of the ways in which 
he lives or dies. He calls thea "crooked winding waves," and 
these are, of course, against the ways that lead to God and life, 
ways which are straight as a line. Yet, at the sane tine as he 
extols a life as straight as a line, he seems to be pointing out 
that this poes Itself Is full of "crooked winding wayes." In 
fact, the wreath by Its very nature Is winding. Perhaps the 
speaker here Is exhibiting his own doubts about even his poea 
in praise of God—perhaps the poea, too, Is the wrong way to 
try to aove towards God. 
Nevertheless, the winding ways of the poea continue as the 
speaker says that God Is farther above deceit than deceit "seems" 
above simplicity. Why bring deceit and simplicity into the poem? 
This is clear once one considers their implications. "Slmplloi- 
tle" has two possible meanings here. The first and most obvious 
meaning is "freedom from artifice, deceit, or dupllcityi sin- 
cerity, straightforwardnessi also, absence of affectation or 
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artificialityi plainness, artlessness, naturalness"(OED). 
■"hen applied to language. It Beans "absence or lack of elegance or 
polish" (OED). Thus, It seeas that the speaker refers not only 
to his life when he asks for simplicity, but to his poetry, which 
ie obviously anything but slaple in thla poea. 
The speaker goes on to ask that he know God's ways and prac- 
tice thea. Then, after he has becoae cloeer to God, he will ex- 
change a crown of praise for this "poore wreath." 
By the and of the poea, soae of the other "winding wayes" of 
the poea becoae apparent. The rhyae scheme, for exaaple, returns 
to itself at the endi ababcdcdbaba. Not only do the words rhyae, 
but they are exactly the saae words, so that the subject setter of 
the poea turns back upon itself as well. For exaaple, the last 
line of the poea corresponds to the first llnei both deal with a 
wreath and praise to God. The eleventh line corresponds to the 
second line of the poea, as both deal with giving. The tenth 
line corresponds to the third line of the poea, as both deal with 
ways. The only place this does not work is between two lines, 
five and eight, and this is only because the intricate winding 
structure and rhyae scheme of the poea aake this correspondence 
virtually impossible.  Everything in this poea, then, is woven 
and wound together very tightly. 
Yet, In spite of this close weaving of the poea in the fan 
of a wreath, the poea does not end where it began in tone. The 
speaker has had a realisation soaewhere in the poea, because 
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the tone of the opening lines la confident and proud, while that 
of the closing lines is huable, calling the poea a "poors wreath" 
instead of a "wreathed garland of deserved praise." This reali- 
sation that the poea Is sore a reflection of the poet himself 
than of Cod begins In line four* when the poet mentions his own 
winding ways, and cannot help but apply this to his poea* This 
consciousness of his artistic reflection of his own life in- 
creases, and he finally Bust ask for God's help not only in his 
life, but also In the writing of his poetry. It is for this 
reason that the poea does not end exactly where it began. Al- 
though it is, Indeed, a wreath, there has been progress here, and 
perhaps it is a sign that the speaker's prayer to lire a straight 
life will eventually be rewarded. Thus, the question Herbert 
posed in "Jordan (i)," "May no lines passe, except they do their 
dutle/ Not to a true, but painted chair?" nay be answered nega- 
tively with the advice froa this poea to strive for siapllclty 
and straightforwardness in writing poetry. 
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WORDS, LINES, AMD KKAJflXC 
We have now seen how George Herbert uses lines to enhanoe, 
in themselves, the meaning of his poems, and also how he uses 
words.  I would now like to combine a technical analysis with a 
full explication of one of Herbert's finest poems, "The Bag*! 
AWAY despair I my gracious Lord doth heare. 
Though windes and waves assault my keel. 
He doth preserve iti he doth steer, 
Ev'n when the boat seems most to reel* 
Storms are the triumph of his arti 
Veil may he close his eyes, but not his heart* 
Hast thou not heard, that ay Lord JESUS di'd? 
Then let me tell thee a strange storle* 
The God of power, as he did ride 
In his majestick robes of glorie, 
Resolv'd to lighti and so one day 
He did descend, undressing all the way* 
The starres his tire of light and rings obtainM, 
The cloud his bow, the fire his spear, 
The sky his azure mantle gain'd* 
And when they ask'd, what he would weari 
He smil'd and said as he did go, 
He had new clothes a making here below. 
When he was come, as travellers are wont. 
He did repair unto an inne. 
Both then, and after, many a brunt 
He did endure to cancell slnnei 
And having giv'n the rest before. 
Here he gave up his life to pay our score* 
But as he was returning, there came one 
That ran upon him with a spear. 
He, who came hither all alone. 
Bringing nor man, nor arms, nor fear, 
Receiv'd the blow upon his side. 
And straight he turn'd, and to his brethren cry'd, 
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If ye have anything to send or write, 
I have no bag, but hart Is rooai 
Unto ay Fathers hands and sight, 
Beleeve ae. It shall safely cose. 
That I shall Binds* what you is part. 
Look, you say put it very near* ay heart. 
Or if hereafter any of ay friends 
Will use ae in this kinds, the doors 
Shall still be openi what he sends 
I will present, and soaewhat sore, 
Not to his hurt. Sighs will convey 
Anything to ae. Harke, Despair away. 
. In "The Bag" the speaker tries to persuads despair to leave 
hia. The title is a clue to nuch that occurs in the poea, as 
Herbert uses prosodic devices to aold the shape of his lines so 
that the aetrlcs as well as the words convey the aeanlng of the 
poea. A "bag" is "a receptacle Bade of SOB* flexible aaterial 
clossd in on all sides except at the top (where also it generally 
can be closed)i a pouch, a saall sack" (OED). Indeed* each stas- 
is la a kind of "bag" consisting of six lines. The first and 
last lines are iaabic pentaaeter, and they enclose four lines of 
iaablc tetraaeter. The rhyae scheae is ababcc, with alaost all 
aascullne endings that give force to Herbert's aessage. Clearly, 
this poea exhibits Herbert's ability to convey his aeanlng with 
words and lines. 
The poea begins with lines of regular aeter, as the speaker 
tells his despair to go away. This coaaand is probably a refe- 
rence to the previous poea, "Longing," in which the speaker exhibits 
despair. Now, however, the speaker has realized that God has 
heard his plea froa the other poea, and despair Bust leave hia. 
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The ton* of this first stanza Is rather triumphant and challeng- 
ing to tha feelIn? of daspair. Tat, tha speaker still faala tha 
naad to convince despair, and probably hiaself, that God is 
with hla. 
After exhorting daspair to laava, tha speaker expands on 
his present condition by Introducing nautical imagery. Tha 
speaker is a ship, and his keel is being assaulted. The keel 
la the "lowest longitudinal timber of a ahlp or boat, on which 
the framework of the whole is built up" (OSD). In this case, 
the basis for the speaker's framework is probably hia spirit or 
his soul. This soul is being assaulted by "windes and waves," 
or the temptations of sin, which forcefully try to conquer his 
soul* 
Although the speaker'a soul is being assaulted by sin, God 
preserves iti "he doth steer,/ Br'n when the boat seems most to 
reel." That is God has heard the speaker's plea and has taken 
control, or is guiding his body and soul. In a sense, God is 
now the captain of the ship. EVen when the boat seems most to 
reel, even when sin has apparently gained control over the 
speaker's soul, In actuality God is still there, guiding the 
soul to salvation. In fact, line five claims that storms are 
the triumph of God's art. Only when a man is truly assaulted by 
sin does the real power and triumph of God appear through the 
struggle. This line is the only irregular line in the stansai 
the meter changes to lnclud* a choriamb. By substituting a 
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choriamb, Herbert emphasizes the storms, the power of slo, 
and .in turn aakes clear how really powerful Cod 1st "Storms 
^ I w   A-        Ay,      /   m 
are the triuaph of his art. 
The last line of the stansa returns to the bass meter, as 
the speaker SUBS up his Message. Although Cod aay close his eyes 
to the trouble of the speaker by allowing his to fight the bat- 
tle against sin. Cod does not close his heart, and he is always 
ready to welcome the speaker into his kingdom. Therefore, the 
speaker has absolutely no need of despair. Notice hare how this 
line prefigures the later image of the place for messages near 
l6 
Christ's heart. 
Apparently, despair has not been convinced by the first 
stansa, so the speaker continues to address despair in the second 
stansa, as he asks despair, "Hast thou not heard, that my Lord 
Jesus di'd?" This is, of course, actually a way for the speaker 
to convince himself that he should get rid of despair. This 
stansa is much less personal than the first, and the tone is 
rather full of awe at the "strange storle." "Strange" probably 
means "wonderful" or "unusual." Since despair must have answered 
the question negatively, the speaker must now give a brief re- 
telling of Jesus' life, in the hopes that despair will realise 
that he is doomed. 
To begin this story, Herbert uses a second Image1 clothes* 
he describes Cod riding in his "majestlck robes of glorle," la 
16
 I am indebted to Professor Barbara Traister for this 
observation. 
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heaven, when God decided to "light*" that is, to stop riding and 
go on foot, and also to coae down froa heaven and alight on the 
earth. The speaker continues hia tale in a siaple — finer by 
saying "and so one day/ He did descend." This telling exhibits 
the treaendous power of God, who can resolve to do soaething, 
and siaply do it with no obstacles. "Undressing all the way" 
continues the clothes imagery, as God had to ahed hia aajeatlc 
robes of glory to appear in hia huable bearings on earth. 
Stanza three is a continuation of the "strange storle" of 
God, still using the Imagery of clothes. The stanza here focuses 
■ore specifically on the last line of the second stanaa, God'a 
undressing. The speaker describes in detail each piece of attire 
as it is discarded by Godi 
The Btarrei i reb his tire of light and rings obtainM, 
" s\    »   ' \  *    s\  w. y 
The cloud his bow,'the fire his spear. 
The sky'his azure mantle galn'd. 
God, then, discarded hia "tire" or "dress, apparel, raimenti at- 
tire," of light and rings (OED). These went to the stars. The 
cloud received God's bow (probably the rainbow), the fire received 
his spear for lightning, and the sky received God's blue cloak. 
Thus, as each piece of clothing was removed by God, it waa re- 
ceived by one of the heavenly elements. These elements—the stars, 
cloud, and sky—then aaked God what he would wear. God, obvious- 
ly a benevolent God, sailed and told the heavens that he had 
"new clothes" below, «n A^rth. The"* clothes were, of course, 
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the flesh and blood of a uni Christ. 
Although every line In the third stanza has a regular meter, 
Herbert molds the shape of the lines so that the stansa does not 
becoae Monotonous. In the three lines quoted above, for example* 
Herbert moves froa a slow line to a fast one. almost as If God 
himself undresses progressively faster. This aoveaent serves to 
build sore excitement over God's actions. The first line Is long 
because It has the usual five feet Instead of four. The second 
line, however, does not immediately move Into a fast four feet. 
Instead, Herbert places a caesura in the middle of the line, 
causing the reader to pause, and, consequently, slowing down the 
line. Finally, the third line In this stansa moves quickly In 
four feet with smooth-flowing syllables and no pauses. 
Stansa four, like the previous stansa, has a regular meter 
throughout. In this stansa, Herbert emphasises his lines not 
through substitutions, but with repetition, caesura, and encash- 
ment. The stansa begins with God's arrival on earth as a travel- 
ler, an image which is consistent with that of God "riding" in 
heaven in stansa two. Herbert relates that God "did repair unto 
an inne," like all travellers, thus making God appear a humble, 
normal, aortal man, not the God that he is. 
The next line contains two pauses which break the line into 
jerky rhythms so that the reader can feel the brunts that Christ 
had to endure for usi "Both then, and after, many a brunt/ He 
did endure to cancel1 slnne." This line, however, is enjaabed 
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with the next line which mores smoothly, showing how God held 
up to these blows and endured the*. "Brunt" as It Is used heret 
Is "an assault, charge, onset, violent attack" of either "fight- 
ing sen, physical agents," or "sickness, tcaptation, persecution, 
etc." (OED). The repetition of the sentence structure la "Us did 
endure" and "He did repair" unifies this stansa, and also relates 
It to stanzas two and three, where Herbert writes "He did descend," 
and "he did go." 
The word "cancell" In stansa four aaana "to render (a thing) 
null by seans of something of opposite naturei to neutralise, 
counterbalance, countervaili to sake up for, compensate" (OED). 
Indeed, Christ conpensated for man's sins by giving up his life, by 
paying what man owed for his time at the lnni "And having glv'n 
the rest before,/ Here he gave up his life to pay our score." In 
other words, God had already given up his garments to heaven, and 
now he gave his life to "requite an obligation" or pay the score (OKD). 
Because these lines are so regular, they evoke little emotion, and 
continue In the vein of the simple tale that Herbert Is telling. 
Stansa five, however, begins to build with emotion, as the 
speaker's voice becomes agitated at the attack on an Innocent man 
(Christ). This agitation appears In the Irregular meter of lines 
three and four of the stansa. 
Stansa five begins with Christ on the cross, dyingi "as be 
was returning,1' that Is, returning to heaven. Suddenly, the lias 
speeds up with enjambment to the next line, as the speaker describes 
6* 
speaker is apparent as he comments on the situationi  he, 
vaae hither all alone,/ Bringing nor manj nor arms, nor fear. 
the soldier who wounded Christ on the crossi "there came one/ 
That ran upon his with a spear." The speed of this act is in- 
herent in the speed of the lines. Immediately, the agitation of 
the "H
who 
The first line begins with a choriamb, throwing more eaphasis on 
the word "He." The next line, too, starts with a chorlaab, al- 
though the strongest part of the line is in the repetition at 
the end. 
After this Interjection from the speaker, who apparently has 
been carried away by the tale, the story resumes in a regular 
■eteri "Received1the blow*upon His side,/ And straight he turn'd, 
and to his brethren cry'd," These lines introduce Christ's speech 
in the following stanza. 
Stanza six consists entirely of Christ's own words. He be- 
gins by addressing the people around hia while he is yet on the 
cross. He says that if any of thea have a message for God, he 
will deliver it. Although he has no bag, he does have rooa for all 
their messages. He stresses that he will deliver thea safely 
to his Father. In fact, he gives the people a guarantee that 
he will "alnde," or "reneaber, have in one's aeaory" what they 
give to hia (OED). He tells thea that they aay put the message 
"very neare ay heart." This is a grotesque image, for the plaoe 
that he means is in the wound where the spear pierced his side. 
This speech by Christ is extremely regular in meter, except 
&5 
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:,  you Bay put It very i tor a choriamb in the last llnei "Look, m neara 
ay heart." Perhaps thla subatitutlon slightly accents tha grotesque 
image of tha hole in Chrlat'a aIda. 
While the sixth stanza was regular, stanza seven remains 
regular but draws auch nearer to normal apaach patterns, aa op- 
posed to poetry. Through Chrlat'a speech, the poet bxaaka away 
froa lines that sound like poetry to lines with enjaabment and 
caesura that approach natural apeech. In thla laet etanza, 
Christ looks to the futurei M0r if hereafter any of ay frienda/ 
Will use ae in this kind." This gllapse of the future takaa tha 
reader away froa the story of the tiae of Chriet back into tha 
present tiae in which the poea began. Christ emphasises that even 
in the future, even in Herbert's tiae, his haart will be open* 
Whatever Ban wants to sand to God will be presented through 
Christ. la fact, Christ will even go further and present more, 
but not to hurt man, to help hia. Bren simple sighs will glva 
the message to Christ. 
The poea ends with the phrase "Harke, Despair away." While 
thla could be considered part of Christ's speech, it Is probably 
the speaker of the poem again, for the entire poem la a kind of 
a "bag." It is enclosed on all sides, the beginning and tha and, 
by the conmand to despair. Thus, not only la Christ a kind of bag 
to carry aessagea to God, each stanza a bag enclosed by two 
longer lines, but the entire poea la a bag. This poea, too, 
will perhaps be conveyed to God so that the speaker can be auc- 
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oessful in ridding himself of the despair he so despise*. 
Clearly, the effect* of technical analysis of Herbert's 
poetry are numerous. The reader can diacorer, if he cares to 
look oloeely enough, eaphaais on iaportant lines, unity, parallel 
structure, and even tone, all created by the versification of 
the poems. At tines, the versification corresponds exactly 
to what is happening in the poea, as in the poeas which contain 
word-play* In other poems the speed of the lines changes, 
always enhancing the aeaning of those lines. 
After taking such a close look at the words, lines, and 
meaning of Herbert's poetry, it becomes clear that he Is on* 
of the great poets of the seventeenth century. His skill la 
apparent in every line of his poetry, and he brilliantly 
chooses words and aolds the shape of his lines to enhance 
his meaning. Admittedly, it takes time to read the poetry 
in this way. But as Roseaond Tuwe very aptly put it, "Who 
are we, that our time is too short to understand George 
Herbert?"17 
17
 *». P. 99. 
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